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Do federal rules for critical infrastructure protection provide a roadmap for attackers? This 
provocative question drew a round of disparate responses on an Internet forum. One conclusion 
seemed to be that those rules need to keep evolving to deter new threats.

A provocative question sometimes stirs agile thinking, when it's not simply provoking emotions.

So when a well-known, well-regarded security executive asked "Are the NERC CIPs a roadmap 
for attacking the electric grid?" on a LinkedIn executive forum on security this week, things were 
bound to get interesting. (The reference, of course, is to the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation's Critical Infrastructure Protection standards.)

Apart from the typical jostling that Internet-based forums often incite, I thought the direction of the 
discussion was worthy of note. (You may recall we've tackled this topic in "CIP: Creating A 
'Culture of Compliance? [3]'")

The flow of discussion on the LinkedIn forum, which I'll excerpt here, carefully danced around the 
specifics, while debating the point and spiraling into recondite cyber jabber that left me behind.

If there's a lesson in that, perhaps it is that cyber security is difficult to discuss at a lay level, 
which may impact its relevance and support at the executive level. I merely theorize in that 
regard, but my column last year (cited above) on the potential for "cultures of compliance" drew a 
fair bit of support. Thus it is important to discuss the tenets of proactive, cyber security strategy in 
lay terms, which we did in "How To Think About Cyber Security [4]," courtesy of Dave Norton, 
formerly a contractor with Entergy, now with FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Now to the recondite cyber jabber!

The question-bearing provocateur established his case thus: the NERC CIPs were developed by 
consensus, an inherently "low bar," making compliance easier for the defender rather than more 
difficult for the attacker. Because the NERC CIPs are uniform, static and predictable, they cannot 
respond to new threats such as Stuxnet. (See "Stuxnet's Lessons Learned [5].")

Further, the CIPs identify what is "in scope" and what is "out of scope," giving would-be attackers 
the means to use unprotected assets to reach protected assets, our provocateur pointed out. 
Add a timetable for compliance and would-be attackers now have deadlines. "What more could 
an attacker ask for?"
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The initial responses were satirical or caustic, to which our provocateur responded (lifting the veil 
a tad): "There have already been too many cyber-related outages and plant shutdowns for this to 
be a joke or for the CIPs to continue in the direction they are going."

One security vendor, however, agreed with the premise and said "while the NERC CIP standards 
have to be addressed by the defined entities in the standards because NERC and FERC require 
this, I completely agree with [the premise] about increasing the effectiveness of the attackers 
efforts. [That's why my company] provides specialized cyber security and critical infrastructure 
programs that are developed in private collaboration with our utility clients as well as our 
collaborations with key researchers dealing with advanced attack vectors."

Another response dispatched the provocateur's five main arguments one-by-one, adding: "I am 
not a big supporter of the CIP standards as written. But while they may waste some resources of 
an organization attempting to comply, they do not help an attacker in any appreciable way. I 
would compare them to many other security standards: they are what an implementing 
organization makes them."

As for the glaring detail that "there have already been too many cyber-related outages and plant 
shutdowns for this to be a joke or for the CIPs to continue in the direction they are going," this 
respondent continued that to connect NERC CIPs with those cyber-related outages, one would 
have to establish that the utilities experiencing those outages were NERC CIP-compliant at that 
time, that the cited outages were the result of an attack and that such ostensible attacks would 
have been more difficult absent compliance with NERC CIPs.

Our provocateur, however, seemed to have made a dent on his audience when the previously 
cited security vendor added that "it does seem advisable to have an open mind to the 
evolutionary nature of the security frameworks and to let those frameworks absorb changes in 
our situational awareness of the intersection between reliable grid operations, the changing 
landscape of cyber-attack vectors, the emergent operational interdependencies between the 
different critical infrastructures like we recently saw with the cold weather outages in ERCOT 
related to breakdowns between the gas and electric delivery/generation systems and how these 
factors inform our approach to protecting the reliable operation of these infrastructures."

Well, my mind is open, if a little soft at this point. And I've spared readers the gory details of the 
more technical discussion. Let's leave the thread at a point where one respondent sought 
grounds for détente.

"I believe that NERC CIP should be improved ... Let's talk to our clients, get them to understand 
the issues and the increased security posture that is required and get them to drive the changes 
(they are the NERC drafting committees) in an honest, no punches pulled, but reasonable 
discussion.

"Saying 'if you implement CIP you will be easier to attack,' just doesn't make any sense. [Editor: 
Though it makes great reading!] However, saying 'THIS is the minimum to meet CIP, but THAT is 
a better control to apply here based on your infrastructure, the general assumption of risk, your 
corporate fear tolerance, culture, personnel expertise ... etc. improves security now and may lead 
to improvements in CIP later."

Which may have been the point of the thread to begin with. A provocative question sometimes 
stirs agile thinking, when it's not simply provoking emotions.
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Editor-in-chief 
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